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A range of Altec Devices developed to aid an individual’s personal wellbeing and security.
All devices are compatible with SayPhone, Reach, Advent xt and Altec Response Products.
Personal pendant worn on the person to allow emergency calls to be made from anywhere around the home or residential housing
scheme. The pendant carries out a daily self test with low battery reporting facility.
Bogus caller/panic button used to signal a silent alarm indication to the control centre for those who feel threatened or at risk.
Ceiling pullcord switch located in bathrooms, bedrooms or anywhere personal pendants are not usually worn. An alarm call is made by
simply pulling the cord once.
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A range of specially developed Altec Devices suitable for those suffering from Dementia or for those with
Extra Care applications. All devices are compatible with SayPhone, Reach, Advent xt and Altec Response
Products.
The pill dispenser will sound an alarm when it is time for the user to take their medication. If the pills are not taken from the dispenser
within a preset period of time an alarm call will be transmitted. The pill dispenser will make the correct dosage available at the correct time
each day whilst keeping the others locked out of sight. Pills “ready” and pills “taken” times are also transmitted and logged.
The enuresis sensor comprises of a bed mat and an interface unit. The bed mat should be placed between the bottom sheet and the
mattress with the cable plugged into the Interface Unit. If moisture is detected in the bed an alarm call will be transmitted.
With the wandering alarm, before the carer leaves they enter a code on the keypad to start the exit time period. When the exit time
period expires, the door is armed. When the door is opened the entry time period starts. If the code is not entered within the entry time,
an alarm call will be transmitted.
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